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Fritz, Christian G., American Sovereigns: The People And America’s
Constitutional Tradition Before The Civil War. Cambridge, 2008. (427p
bibl index ISBN 9780521881883) Outstanding Title! Reviewed in 2008
August Choice . (Available in paperback in February 2009).
“In one of the most significant contributions to rethinking the nature and
function of constitutionalism that this reviewer has encountered in many years,
promising historian-lawyer Fritz (Univ. of New Mexico) has taken a new look
at the role of popular sovereignty in conflicts over the nature of constitutionalism in the US. The author’s contention is essentially that historians have extended Gordon Wood’s argument (in The Creation of the American Republic,
CH, Oct’ 69) about the centrality of popular sovereignty in creating the 1787
Constitution to be reflective of American attitudes about popular sovereignty
and constitutional change over the centuries. That is simply not so, Fritz shows
through an elegant analysis of constitutional conflicts between the Revolution
and the Civil War.
His implicit message is that the power of the people to change the terms of
the Constitution is always a lively, contested issue.  This is a finding of immense
importance for understanding the current constitutional impasse in the US over
the war power, to cite only one example. A highly accessible, nicely produced,
and beautifully researched and written book that is a must read for historians
and teachers of public law. Summing Up: Essential. Most levels/libraries.”
— Stanley N. Katz, Princeton University
Choice: Current Reviews for Academic Libraries is published by the Association of
College & Research Libraries, a division of the American Library Association.
Approximately ten percent of some 7,000 works are reviewed by Choice each year
and are designated Outstanding Academic Titles based on the following criteria:







overall excellence in presentation and scholarship
importance relative to other literature in the field  
distinction as a first treatment of a given subject in book or electronic form  
originality or uniqueness of treatment
value to undergraduate students
importance in building undergraduate library collections

